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Current initiative underway to move on-premise email environment to MS Office 365 Cloud

- Experience with platform – Student email platform since 2008
- Don’t worry about servers and maintenance
- All your apps in one place - a unified UI
- Office web apps - work Online
- New features and bug updates - Always Up-to-Date
- Lowers Costs/Capex
- Robust Security and Compliance
- Reliability and uptime - SLA for 99.9% up-time
- Large Mailboxes (100GB)
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➢ Better integration with Office 365 Groups and Shared Calendars
  • O365 Groups are a new convention within O365 that provide a richer and more reliable collaboration within the group without having to have a shared account to logon to.
  • O365 Groups are similar to a distribution group, but adds shared calendar functionality, as well as a group mailbox, a Team’s space, and a Sharepoint site.
  • After the migration, users will be able to access their Office 365 group information from multiple applications/services (e.g. Outlook, OneDrive, Sharepoint).

➢ Easier collaboration with Students
  • Being homed in the same ecosystem fully that students are in, collaboration becomes easier across the applications/services provided at Office 365.
  • Additionally, functionality is also available to allow giving permissions to calendars for students that is not currently available today.
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- **MyAnalytics** - summarizes how you spend your time at work, then suggests ways to work smarter – from cutting unproductive meeting time to getting better work/life balance.
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Multiple stages are required to move Faculty/Staff email environment to the O365 cloud:

- Prep production environment @ O365
- Create user email vault @ O365
- Move vaulted email from on-premise to O365
- Build/Implement mail policies
- Move user mailboxes to O365
- Move e-Discovery environment to O365
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